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Spatial LogicSpatial Logic
Informal statements:Informal statements:

•• Distribution: Distribution: WhereWhere are things happening?are things happening?
•• Security: Security: WhereWhere are things kept, and who can get there?are things kept, and who can get there?
•• Privacy: Privacy: WhereWhere are things known, and where are they leaked?are things known, and where are they leaked?

We need a new way of reasoning (i.e. a new logic):We need a new way of reasoning (i.e. a new logic):
•• Classical logic: Classical logic: WhetherWhether something is true.something is true.
•• Intuitionistic logic: Intuitionistic logic: HowHow something is true.something is true.
•• Temporal logic: Temporal logic: WhenWhen something is true.something is true.
•• SpatialSpatial logic: logic: WhereWhere something is true.something is true.

Why logic?Why logic?
•• Essentially as a foundation for future type/analysis systems.Essentially as a foundation for future type/analysis systems.
•• The technical sequent calculus presentation is actually very simThe technical sequent calculus presentation is actually very similar to type ilar to type 

systems judgments.systems judgments.
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MotivationMotivation
We have plenty of logics for We have plenty of logics for sequentialsequential (i.e. deterministic) computation.(i.e. deterministic) computation.

We want logics for We want logics for concurrentconcurrent computation (Ex.: Hennessycomputation (Ex.: Hennessy--Milner).Milner).

We want logics for We want logics for distributeddistributed computation.computation.
•• Spatial arrangements of processes are explicit. Spatial arrangements of processes are explicit. 
•• Formulas are modal in time and space.Formulas are modal in time and space.
•• The spatial intuition is strong for process calculi with locatioThe spatial intuition is strong for process calculi with locations.ns.
•• But we are now applying it to a standard But we are now applying it to a standard ππ--calculus.calculus.

We are We are notnot doing Currydoing Curry--Howard.Howard.
•• Because spatial properties are not meant to be preserved by Because spatial properties are not meant to be preserved by 

reduction (because of mobility).reduction (because of mobility).
•• A formula is not realized by a proof tree/computation; A formula is not realized by a proof tree/computation; 

it is realized by a it is realized by a worldworld (at a particular place and time).(at a particular place and time).
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Aim: Describing Distributed SystemsAim: Describing Distributed Systems
Distributed SystemsDistributed Systems

•• Concurrent systems that are Concurrent systems that are spatiallyspatially distributed.distributed.
•• And have wellAnd have well--defined subsystems that hold secrets defined subsystems that hold secrets 

(administrative domains).(administrative domains).

Spatial Operators and Spatial PropertiesSpatial Operators and Spatial Properties
•• Are common to all process calculi (e.g., Are common to all process calculi (e.g., P P | | QQ).).
•• Are prominent in calculi with locations (e.g., Are prominent in calculi with locations (e.g., nn[[PP]]).).
•• Spatial properties are finer that popular equivalences such as Spatial properties are finer that popular equivalences such as 

(temporal) (temporal) bisimulationbisimulation. (. (Cf.Cf. spacespace--time bisimulation.)time bisimulation.)

We want formal tools to talk about spatial properties.We want formal tools to talk about spatial properties.
•• So we can precisely describe modern distributed systems.So we can precisely describe modern distributed systems.
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Spatial Properties: Identifiable SubsystemsSpatial Properties: Identifiable Subsystems
A system is often composed of identifiable subsystems.A system is often composed of identifiable subsystems.

•• ““A message is sent from A message is sent from AliceAlice to to BobBob..””
•• ““The protocol is The protocol is splitsplit between between twotwo participants.participants.””
•• ““The The virusvirus attacks the attacks the serverserver..””

Such partitions of a system are (obviously) spatial properties. Such partitions of a system are (obviously) spatial properties. They correspond to a They correspond to a 
spatial arrangement of processes in different places.spatial arrangement of processes in different places.
•• Process calculi are Process calculi are veryvery good at expressing such arrangements operationally good at expressing such arrangements operationally 

((c.f.c.f., chemical semantics, structural congruence)., chemical semantics, structural congruence).
•• To the point that a process is often used as a specification of To the point that a process is often used as a specification of another process. another process. 

(We consider this as an anomaly!)(We consider this as an anomaly!)
•• We want something equally good at the specification, or logical,We want something equally good at the specification, or logical, level.level.
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Spatial Properties: Restricted ResourcesSpatial Properties: Restricted Resources
A system often restricts the use of certain resources to certainA system often restricts the use of certain resources to certain subsystems. subsystems. 

•• ““A A shared privateshared private key key nn is established between two processes.is established between two processes.””
•• ““A A freshfresh nonce nonce nn is generated locally and transmitted.is generated locally and transmitted.””
•• ““The applet runs in a The applet runs in a secretsecret sandbox.sandbox.””

Something is Something is hiddenhidden//secretsecret//privateprivate if it is present only in a limited subsystem. So if it is present only in a limited subsystem. So 
these are spatial properties too.these are spatial properties too.
•• If something is secret, by assumption it cannot be known. Still,If something is secret, by assumption it cannot be known. Still, we want to talk we want to talk 

about it in specifications. about it in specifications. 
•• We can talk about a secret name only by using a We can talk about a secret name only by using a freshfresh name for it name for it 

(we cannot assume the secret name matches any known name). (we cannot assume the secret name matches any known name). 
•• So freshness will be an important concept. Logics of freshness aSo freshness will be an important concept. Logics of freshness are very new.re very new.
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SpatialSpatial--style Protocol Specificationstyle Protocol Specification

agentagent firewallfirewall

� �

Right now, we have a spatial configuration, and later, we have Right now, we have a spatial configuration, and later, we have 
another spatial configuration.another spatial configuration.

E.g.: Right now, the agent is outside the firewall, E.g.: Right now, the agent is outside the firewall, ……

((agentagent[[TT] | ] | firewallfirewall[[TT] | ] | TT))
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SpatialSpatial--style Protocol Specificationstyle Protocol Specification
Right now, we have a spatial configuration, and later, we have Right now, we have a spatial configuration, and later, we have 
another spatial configuration.another spatial configuration.

E.g.: Right now, the agent is outside the firewall, and later (aE.g.: Right now, the agent is outside the firewall, and later (after fter 
running an authentication protocol), the agent is inside the running an authentication protocol), the agent is inside the 
firewall.firewall.

�

agentagent

firewallfirewall

�

((agentagent[[TT] | ] | firewallfirewall[[TT] | ] | TT) ) ∧∧ ��((firewallfirewall[[agentagent[[TT] | ] | TT] | ] | TT) ) 
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SpatialSpatial--style Protocol Specificationstyle Protocol Specification
Right now, we have a spatial configuration, and later, we have Right now, we have a spatial configuration, and later, we have 
another spatial configuration.another spatial configuration.

E.g.: Right now, the agent is outside the firewall, and later (aE.g.: Right now, the agent is outside the firewall, and later (after fter 
running an authentication protocol), the agent is inside the running an authentication protocol), the agent is inside the 
firewall. And this works in presence of any (reasonable) attackefirewall. And this works in presence of any (reasonable) attacker.r.

�

agentagent

firewallfirewall

�

AttackAttack �� ((((agentagent[[TT] | ] | firewallfirewall[[TT] | ] | TT) ) ∧∧ ��((firewallfirewall[[agentagent[[TT] | ] | TT] | ] | TT))))

attackerattacker

�
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Trees and their DescriptionsTrees and their Descriptions

Syntax for Trees Syntax for Trees ((P,QP,Q)) Basic Descriptions Basic Descriptions ((��,,��))

00 rootroot 00 there is only a rootthere is only a root

nn[[PP]] edgeedge nn[[��]] there is an edge there is an edge nn to a subtreeto a subtree

P P | | QQ joinjoin �� | | �� there are two joined treesthere are two joined trees

TT there is anythingthere is anything

PP QQ
joinjoin

PP

nn

rootroot edgeedge

TreesTrees

PP ����QQ iffiff theythey represent the same tree. represent the same tree. 
It is the congruence induced by:It is the congruence induced by:

PP11 | | PP22 ����PP22 | | PP11
PP11 | (| (PP22 | | PP33)) ����((PP11 | | PP22)) | | PP33

P P | | 00 ����PP
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Formulas and Satisfaction RelationFormulas and Satisfaction Relation
PP �� FF
PP �� �� ∧∧ ��

PP �� �� �� ��

PP �� 00
PP �� �� | | ��

PP �� ������

PP �� nn[[��]]

PP �� ��@@nn

nevernever ((TT �� FF��FF))

�� PP �� �� ∧∧ PP �� ��

�� PP �� �� �� PP �� ��

�� P P �� 00
�� ��PP’’,P,P””��ΠΠ. P . P �� PP’’ | | PP”” ∧∧ PP’’ �� �� ∧∧ PP”” �� ��

�� 		PP’’��ΠΠ. . PP’’ �� �� �� P|PP|P’’ �� ��

�� ��PP’’��ΠΠ. P . P �� nn[[PP’’] ] ∧∧ PP’’ �� ��

�� nn[[PP]] �� ��

Basic fact: if Basic fact: if PP �� �� and and PP �� QQ, then , then QQ �� ��

Model:Model:
•• The collection of those sets of The collection of those sets of PP’’s s that are closed under that are closed under ��..

(I.e., in this simple case, the collection of all sets of trees.(I.e., in this simple case, the collection of all sets of trees.))
•• A boolean algebra (A boolean algebra (FF ∧∧ ��), a quantale ( ), a quantale ( || ��), and more.), and more.
•• With some interesting interactions: With some interesting interactions: ����FF = = ““�� unsatisfiableunsatisfiable””
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ExamplesExamples

BordersBorders[[
StarbucksStarbucks[[……] |] |
BooksBooks[[……] |] |
RecordsRecords[[……]]

]]

BordersBorders[[TT] ] ��
BordersBorders[[StarbucksStarbucks[[TT] | ] | BooksBooks[[TT] | ] | TT]]

If itIf it’’s a Borders, s a Borders, 
then it must contain a then it must contain a 
Starbucks (and some books)Starbucks (and some books)

““VerticalVertical”” implications about nestingimplications about nesting
““Business PolicyBusiness Policy””

SmokerSmoker[[……]] ||
NonSmokerNonSmoker[[……]] ||
SmokerSmoker[[……]]

((NonSmokerNonSmoker[[TT] | ] | TT) ) ��
((SmokerSmoker[[TT] | ] | TT))

If there is a NonSmoker,If there is a NonSmoker,
then there must be a Smoker then there must be a Smoker 
nearbynearby

““HorizontalHorizontal”” implications about proximityimplications about proximity ““Social PolicySocial Policy””
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What makes a room bad for a nonsmoker?      What makes a room bad for a nonsmoker?      

?? �� NonSmokerNonSmoker[[TT] ] �� PubPub

Pub Pub �� ((NonSmokerNonSmoker[[TT] | ] | TT) ) �� ((SmokerSmoker[[TT] | ] | TT))

Answer:   Answer:   ?? = = SmokerSmoker[[……]]

What makes a Borders legal?   What makes a Borders legal?   

?? �� OkBordersOkBorders@@BordersBorders

OkBordersOkBorders �� BordersBorders[[TT] ] ��BordersBorders[[StarbucksStarbucks[[TT] | ] | BooksBooks[[TT] | ] | TT]]

Answer:   Answer:   ?? = = StarbucksStarbucks[[……] | ] | BooksBooks[[……]]

Or illegal:Or illegal:

?? �� ((¬¬OkBordersOkBorders)@)@BordersBorders

Answer:   Answer:   ?? = = BooksBooks[[……]]
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Ground Propositional Spatial Logic (for Trees)Ground Propositional Spatial Logic (for Trees)

ΓΓ,, tt : : �� �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆
tt ≡≡ uu

(Id)(Id)

ΓΓ �� tt : : �� ∧∧ ��,, ∆∆
ΓΓ �� tt : : ��,, ∆∆ ΓΓ �� tt : : ��,, ∆∆

((∧∧ R)R)

ΓΓ, , tt : : �� ∧∧ ������ ∆∆
ΓΓ,, tt : : ��,, tt : : ������ ∆∆

((∧∧ L)L)

ΓΓ �� ∆∆
ΓΓ �� tt : : ��,, ∆∆ ΓΓ,, tt : : ������ ∆∆

(Cut)(Cut)

ΓΓ �� tt : : FF,, ∆∆
ΓΓ �� ∆∆

(F R)(F R)

ΓΓ, , tt : : FF �� ∆∆

(F L)(F L)

ΓΓ �� tt : : �� �� ��,, ∆∆
ΓΓ,, tt : : ������ tt : : ��,, ∆∆

((�� R)R)

ΓΓ, , tt : : �� �� ������ ∆∆
ΓΓ �� tt : : ��,, ∆∆ ΓΓ,, tt : : ������ ∆∆

((�� L)L)

Propositional Connectives

Identity, Cut, and Contraction

ΓΓ,, tt : : �� �� ∆∆
ΓΓ,, tt : : ��,, tt : : �� �� ∆∆

(C L)(C L)

ΓΓ �� tt : : ��,, ∆∆
ΓΓ �� tt : : ��,, tt : : ��,, ∆∆

(C R)(C R)

…… ttii : : ��ii …… �� …… uujj : : ��jj ……
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ΓΓ �� tt : : 00,, ∆∆
t t ≡≡ 00

(0 R)(0 R)

ΓΓ, , tt : : 00 �� ∆∆
t t ��00

(0 L)(0 L)

Spatial Connectives

ΓΓ �� tt : : �� | | ��,, ∆∆
∃∃u,vu,v �� u|vu|v ≡≡ t.t. ΓΓ �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ ΓΓ �� vv : : ��,, ∆∆

( | R)( | R)

ΓΓ, , tt : : �� | | ������ ∆∆
∀∀u,vu,v �� u|vu|v ≡≡ t.  t.  ΓΓ,, uu : : ��,, vv : : ������ ∆∆

( | L) ( | L) 

ΓΓ �� tt : : �� �� ��,, ∆∆
∀∀u.u. ΓΓ,, uu : : ������ t|ut|u : : ��,, ∆∆

((�� R) R) 

ΓΓ, , tt : : �� �� ������ ∆∆
∃∃u.u. ΓΓ �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ ΓΓ,, t|ut|u : : ������ ∆∆

((�� L)L)

ΓΓ �� tt : : nn[[��]],, ∆∆
∃∃uu �� nn[[uu]] ≡≡ t.t. ΓΓ �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆

(n[] R)(n[] R)

ΓΓ, , tt : : nn[[��]] �� ∆∆
∀∀uu �� nn[[uu]] ≡≡ t.  t.  ΓΓ,, uu : : ������ ∆∆

(n[] L) (n[] L) 

ΓΓ �� tt : : ��@n@n,, ∆∆
ΓΓ �� nn[[tt] : ] : ��,, ∆∆

(@n R) (@n R) 

ΓΓ, , tt : : ��@n@n �� ∆∆
ΓΓ,, nn[[tt] : ] : ������ ∆∆

(@n L)(@n L)
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N.B.: neither N.B.: neither tt nor nor �� contain variables. Then:contain variables. Then:
•• tt �� ���� is decidable. is decidable. 
•• Validity is expressible in the logic, so it is also decidable whValidity is expressible in the logic, so it is also decidable whether ether �� is valid is valid 

(i.e.: whether  (i.e.: whether  00 �� ((����FF))��FF).).

•• There is a finitary version of the proof system.There is a finitary version of the proof system.
•• There is a complete decision procedure for There is a complete decision procedure for ΓΓ �� ∆∆..

CalcagnoCalcagno--CardelliCardelli--Gordon: Gordon: 
Deciding Validity in a Spatial Logic for TreesDeciding Validity in a Spatial Logic for Trees..
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New Logics for ConcurrencyNew Logics for Concurrency
In the process of making spatial sense of In the process of making spatial sense of nn[[��]], we also had to make , we also had to make 

spatial sense of spatial sense of �� | | ��. The latter is, in fact, the harder part. So, in . The latter is, in fact, the harder part. So, in 
retrospect, it makes sense to consider it on its own. retrospect, it makes sense to consider it on its own. 

An outcome is spatial logics for CCS/CSPAn outcome is spatial logics for CCS/CSP--like process calculi. Basic like process calculi. Basic 
idea: take a Hennessyidea: take a Hennessy--Milner modal logic and add an Milner modal logic and add an �� | | �� operator. operator. 
([Dam] Very hard to reconcile with bisimulation.)([Dam] Very hard to reconcile with bisimulation.)

One can go further and investigate spatial logics for restrictioOne can go further and investigate spatial logics for restriction, with a n, with a 
hiding quantifierhiding quantifier HHx.x.�� (e.g. for (e.g. for ππ--calculus). This is essential for calculus). This is essential for 
security/privacy specifications. security/privacy specifications. 
([Caires] Very hard to reconcile with bisimulation.)([Caires] Very hard to reconcile with bisimulation.)

We can make all that work smoothly by taking a very We can make all that work smoothly by taking a very intensionalintensional point point 
of view. The logical formulas are not of view. The logical formulas are not upup--toto--bisimulationbisimulation: they are : they are 
upup--toto--structuralstructural--congruencecongruence. This requires a pretty drastic change in . This requires a pretty drastic change in 
point of view.point of view.

CairesCaires--Cardelli: Cardelli: A Spatial Logic for Concurrency (Part I,II).A Spatial Logic for Concurrency (Part I,II). TACSTACS’’01, CONCUR01, CONCUR’’02.02.
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New Type Systems for New Type Systems for ““Web DataWeb Data””
Idea: use spatial logic formulas as types, describing the structIdea: use spatial logic formulas as types, describing the structure of treeure of tree--shaped data in shaped data in 

a rich and flexible way (c.f. a rich and flexible way (c.f. XDuceXDuce). Use function types over those data types to ). Use function types over those data types to 
type data transformers: type data transformers: 

Starbucks[Smoker[Starbucks[Smoker[TT] | ] | TT]  ]  →→→→→→→→ Starbucks[Starbucks[¬¬(Smoker[(Smoker[TT] | ] | TT)])]

It is possible to extend that idea by using It is possible to extend that idea by using HHx.x.�� to type hidden/private information:to type hidden/private information:

CardelliCardelli--GardnerGardner--Ghelli: Ghelli: Manipulating Trees with Hidden Labels.Manipulating Trees with Hidden Labels.
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Spatial Logic for Spatial Logic for ππππππππ--calculuscalculus
We do this kind of thing for a whole asynchronous We do this kind of thing for a whole asynchronous ππ--calculus.calculus.

This gets considerably more complex, but allows us to the write This gets considerably more complex, but allows us to the write oneone--
line specifications of spatial properties such as:line specifications of spatial properties such as:

The protocol ensures that there is a The protocol ensures that there is a private nameprivate name shared between shared between 
two distincttwo distinct parts of the system, and parts of the system, and nowhere elsenowhere else..

Adding locations (e.g. switching to ambient calculus) is quite eAdding locations (e.g. switching to ambient calculus) is quite easy. asy. 

The general methodology seems very flexible.The general methodology seems very flexible.
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A Motivating ExampleA Motivating Example
ClientClient ���� HHxx. . ((ProtocolProtocol((xx) | ) | RequestRequest((xx))))

A A ClientClient generates a secret generates a secret xx and then engages in a and then engages in a ProtocolProtocol((xx)) (e.g. simply (e.g. simply pubpub��xx��) in ) in 
order to perform a request order to perform a request RequestRequest((xx)) (e.g. some communication on (e.g. some communication on xx) which is ) which is 
uniquely associated with the secret uniquely associated with the secret xx..

ServerServer ���� ��xx.(.(ProtocolProtocol((xx) ) �� ��((HandlerHandler((xx) | ) | ServerServer))))

A (recursive) A (recursive) ServerServer, in presence of an instance of , in presence of an instance of ProtocolProtocol for a fresh for a fresh xx, produces a , produces a 
HandlerHandler((xx)) uniquely associated with the secret uniquely associated with the secret xx, and is ready again as a , and is ready again as a ServerServer..

Client Client | | ServerServer �� ��((ServerServer | | HHxx. . ((RequestRequest((xx) | ) | HandlerHandler((xx))))))

When a client interacts with a server, the result is eventually When a client interacts with a server, the result is eventually again a server, together again a server, together 
with a with a privateprivate handler for the client request. handler for the client request. 

We can show this implication in the logic, without looking at anWe can show this implication in the logic, without looking at any implementation of y implementation of 
ClientClient and and ServerServer..

Note the subtle distinction between having/creating a secret (Note the subtle distinction between having/creating a secret (HHxx) and obtaining/using a ) and obtaining/using a 
fresh secret (fresh secret (��xx). ). 
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Typical Spatial FormulasTypical Spatial Formulas
ProcessesProcesses FormulasFormulas

00 (void)(void) 00 (nothing here)(nothing here)

P P | | QQ (composition)(composition) �� | | �� (two things here)(two things here)

nn[[PP]] (composition)(composition) nn[[��]] (one thing here)(one thing here)

((ννnn))PP (restriction)(restriction) nn®®�� (hidden thing here)(hidden thing here)

nn��mm

 (message)(message) nn��mm

 (a message here)(a message here)
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��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : �� ∧∧ ��,, ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ��,, ∆∆ ��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ��,, ∆∆

((∧∧ R)R)

��SS

 ΓΓ �� ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ��,, ∆∆ ��SS

 ΓΓ,, xx : : ������ ∆∆

(Cut)(Cut)

��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : FF,, ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ �� ∆∆

(F R)(F R)

��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : �� �� ��,, ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ,, xx : : ������ xx : : ��,, ∆∆

((�� R)R)

��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ����,, ∆∆
��SS,, xx→→yy

 ΓΓ �� yy : : ��,, ∆∆
((�� R)R) y not in the conclusiony not in the conclusion

��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ����,, ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ �� yy : : ��,, ∆∆ xx→→SSyy

((�� R)R)

��SS

 ΓΓ,, xx : : �� �� xx : : ��,, ∆∆

(Id)(Id)

��SS

 ΓΓ, x, x : : �� ∧∧ ������ ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ,, xx : : ��,, xx : : ������ ∆∆

((∧∧ L)L)

��SS

 ΓΓ, x, x : : FF �� ∆∆

(F L)(F L)

��SS

 ΓΓ, x, x : : �� �� ������ ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ��,, ∆∆ ��SS

 ΓΓ,, xx : : ������ ∆∆

((�� L)L)

��SS

 ΓΓ, x, x : : �������� ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ,, yy : : ������ ∆∆ xx→→SSyy

((�� L)L)

��SS

 ΓΓ, x, x : : �������� ∆∆
��SS,, xx→→yy

 ΓΓ,, yy : : ������ ∆∆
((�� L)L) y not in the conclusiony not in the conclusion

xx enjoys enjoys ��

Finite graph Finite graph 
S S = {= {xxii→→yyii}}

���� : someone I : someone I 
reduce to enjoys reduce to enjoys ��

���� : everyone I : everyone I 
reduce to enjoys reduce to enjoys ��

xx reduces to reduces to yy

xx reduces to reduces to 
arbitrary arbitrary yy

Modal Logic RevisitedModal Logic Revisited (Alex Simpson(Alex Simpson’’s Thesis)s Thesis)

+ contraction+ contraction

��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : �� ∧∧ ��,, ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ��,, ∆∆ ��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : ��,, ∆∆

((∧∧ R)R)

��SS

 ΓΓ �� xx : : �� �� ��,, ∆∆
��SS

 ΓΓ,, xx : : ������ xx : : ��,, ∆∆

((�� R)R)
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Modal VariationsModal Variations
That is minimal modal logic. That is minimal modal logic. 

Additional knowledge about the visibility relation (e.g. transitAdditional knowledge about the visibility relation (e.g. transitivity) can ivity) can 
be added without modifying the rules for logical connectives.be added without modifying the rules for logical connectives.

Additional knowledge is embedded in Additional knowledge is embedded in ““worldworld”” rules for rules for SS. E.g.:. E.g.:

��SS

 ΓΓ �� ∆∆
��S, xS, x→→zz

 ΓΓ �� ∆∆ xx→→SSyy yy→→SSzz
(S (S →→ trans)trans)

Additional Visibility Structure:Additional Visibility Structure:

If → is by assumption transitive, and can already 
derive in S that x→y and y→z,  then we can 
discard a superfluous assumption that x→z

��SS

 ΓΓ �� ∆∆
��S, xS, x→→xx

 ΓΓ �� ∆∆

(S (S →→ reflrefl))

If → is by assumption reflexive, 
we can discard a superfluous 

assumption that x→x

33 ��xx→→xx

 xx : : �� �� xx : : �� (Id)(Id)

22 ��xx→→xx

 xx : : ���� �� xx : : �� 3, (3, (�� L)L)

11 �
�
 xx : : ���� �� xx : : �� 2, (S 2, (S →→ reflrefl))

55 ��xx→→y,yy,y→→z,xz,x→→zz

 zz : : �� �� zz : : �� (Id)(Id)

44 ��xx→→y,yy,y→→z,xz,x→→zz

 xx : : ���� �� zz : : �� 5, (5, (�� L)L)

33 ��xx→→y,yy,y→→zz

 xx : : ���� �� zz : : �� 4, (S 4, (S →→ trans)trans)

22 ��xx→→yy

 xx : : ���� �� yy : : ���� 3, (3, (�� R)R)

11 �
�
 xx : : ���� �� xx : : ������ 2, (2, (�� R)R)
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ManyMany--World World SequentsSequents for Spatial for Spatial LogicsLogics

��SS

 ΓΓ �� ∆∆

�� ... ... uu’’ �� vv’’ ... ... uu””→→avv”” ... ... 

 ...... uu : : �� ...... �� ... ... vv : : �� ......

Validity: if all the constraints Validity: if all the constraints SSkk and all the assumptions and all the assumptions ΓΓii are satisfied, are satisfied, 
then one of the conclusions then one of the conclusions ∆∆jj is satisfiedis satisfied

(Spatial) equivalence constraints
(denote structural congruence)

(Temporal) reduction constraints
(denote process reduction)

Indexes (denote processes, i.e. “worlds”)

Formulas (denote properties)
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WhatWhat’’s going ons going on

This is a bit strange because we embed a piece of the semantics This is a bit strange because we embed a piece of the semantics (the (the 
worlds) into the sequents. However it is done abstractly (worlds) into the sequents. However it is done abstractly (““xx””).).

It is natural in the sense that sequents looks very much like a It is natural in the sense that sequents looks very much like a type/ND type/ND 
system: there are terms and their system: there are terms and their ““typestypes”” xx : : ��..

Unlike a type Unlike a type sytemsytem, the terms on the left of , the terms on the left of �� are not just unrestricted are not just unrestricted 
variables. We need the variables. We need the ��SS

 part to express constraints on how these part to express constraints on how these 
terms relate to each other.terms relate to each other.

Within a single sequent, we can talk about properties of differeWithin a single sequent, we can talk about properties of different nt 
worlds. This give us lots of freedom and orthogonality in proofsworlds. This give us lots of freedom and orthogonality in proofs..

Despite the Despite the xx : : ����look, we are not doing Currylook, we are not doing Curry--Howard. The terms do Howard. The terms do 
not encode proof trees: in standard modal logics, the terms are not encode proof trees: in standard modal logics, the terms are just just 
variables with no structure. (But we will use structured terms.)variables with no structure. (But we will use structured terms.)

Ex.:  Ex.:  ��xx→→yy

 xx : : ���� �� yy : : ����
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Basic Process CalculusBasic Process Calculus

P,QP,Q �� ΠΠ :: =:: = ProcessesProcesses
00 voidvoid
PP | | QQ compositioncomposition
nn��mm�� output (output (nn,,mm �� ΛΛ))
nn((mm).).PP inputinput

P P | | 00 �� PP
P P | | Q Q �� Q Q | | PP
((P P | | QQ) |) | R R �� P P | (| (Q Q || RR))

PP �� PP
PP �� Q Q �� QQ �� PP
PP �� R R ∧∧ RR �� Q Q �� PP �� QQ
PP �� Q Q �� P P | | RR �� Q Q | | RR
PP �� Q Q �� nn((mm).).PP �� nn((mm).).QQ

nn��mm�� | | nn((rr).).PP →→ PP{{rr����mm}}
PP→→Q  Q  �� P|RP|R→→Q|RQ|R
PP �� PP’’ ∧∧ PP’’→→QQ’’ ∧∧ QQ’’ �� Q  Q  �� PP→→QQ

P|QP|Q��00 �� PP��00 U|VU|V��T|ST|S �� �� x,y,z,wx,y,z,w s.ts.t. . UU��x|yx|y , V, V��z|wz|w , T, T��x|zx|z , S, S��y|wy|w

aa≠≠ττ ∧∧ U|VU|V→→aaTT �� �� x,yx,y s.ts.t. . 
((T=T=x|Vx|V ∧∧ UU→→aaxx) ) 

∨∨ ((T=T=U|yU|y ∧∧ VV→→aayy) ) 

00→→aaPP nevernever

Intended
Model

PP→→ττ QQ �� PP→→QQ
PP→→nn��mm��QQ �� PP �� nn��mm�� | | QQ xx��yy��*  *  �� xx((yy))
PP→→nn((mm))QQ �� PP �� nn((pp).).PP’’ | | PP”” ∧∧ QQ �� PP’’{{pp����mm} | } | PP”” xx((yy))*  *  �� xx��yy��

UU→→ττVV �� �� x,y,xx,y,x’’,y,y’’,a,a s.ts.t. . 
U=U=x|yx|y ∧∧ xx→→aaxx’’

∧∧ yy→→aa**yy’’ ∧∧ xx’’|y|y’’=V=V

Inversion lemmas:Inversion lemmas:

Labeled transitions:Labeled transitions:
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Minimal Process LogicMinimal Process Logic
��,, �� �� ΦΦ ::=::= FormulasFormulas

FF falsefalse
�� ∧∧ �� conjunctionconjunction

00 voidvoid
�� | | �� compositioncomposition
aa»»�� after after aa
��xx..�� universal name quantifieruniversal name quantifier
��XX..�� propositional quantifierpropositional quantifier

XX propositional variablespropositional variables

aa ::=::= Actions    (Actions    (aa �� ����������x,yx,y �� ��))

ττ silentsilent
xx��yy�� outputoutput
xx((yy)) inputinput

������ implicationimplication

������ guaranteeguarantee
��««aa before before aa

»»�� ���� ττ»»��

��«« ������««ττ
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Things one can sayThings one can say
SingleSingle--threaded (or void):threaded (or void):

¬¬((¬¬00 | | ¬¬00)) ((¬¬�� �� ����FF))

Somewhere Somewhere ����holds:holds:
�� | | TT ((TT �� ¬¬FF))

Output: outputs a message Output: outputs a message mm on on nn (and is/does nothing else): (and is/does nothing else): 
nn��mm

 ((nn��mm

 �� nn��mm

»»00))

In presence of a message In presence of a message mm on on nn, sends a message , sends a message nn on on mm and stops: and stops: 
nn��mm

 �� »»mm��nn



Fixed input: inputs Fixed input: inputs m m on on nn and then satisfies and then satisfies ��::
nn((mm))»»��

Parametric input: inputs some Parametric input: inputs some x x on on nn and then satisfies:and then satisfies:
nn((xx).).�� ��������		xx. . nn((xx))»»��
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SatisfactionSatisfaction
�� �� {{SS⊆⊆ΠΠ | | PP��SS ∧∧ P P ≡≡ Q Q �� QQ��SS}    }    the the propertiesproperties

P P ��σσ FF nevernever
P P ��σσ �� ∧∧ �� iffiff P P ��σσ �� ∧∧ P P ��σσ ��

P P ��σσ ������ iffiff P P ��σσ �� �� P P ��σσ ��

P P ��σσ 00 iffiff P P ≡≡ 00
P P ��σσ �� | | �� iffiff ��PP’’,P,P””��ΠΠ. P . P ≡≡ PP’’ | | PP”” ∧∧ PP’’ ��σσ �� ∧∧ PP”” ��σσ ��

P P ��σσ ������ iffiff ��QQ��ΠΠ. Q . Q ��σσ �� �� PP | | Q Q ��σσ ��

P P ��σσ aa»»�� iffiff ��PP’’��ΠΠ. . PP→→σσaPP’’ ∧∧ PP’’ ��σσ ��

P P ��σσ ��««aa iffiff ��PP’’��ΠΠ. P. P’’ →→σσaPP �� PP’’ ��σσ ��

P P ��σσ ��xx..�� iffiff ��nn��ΛΛ. . P P ��σσ{{xx←←nn}} ��

P P ��σσ ��XX..�� iffiff ��SS����. . P P ��σσ{{XX←←SS}} ��

P P ��σσ XX iffiff PP��σσ((XX))

Intended
Model

������ΦΦ. . ��P,QP,Q��ΠΠ. . {{P P | | P P �� ��}} ������

Closed formulas denote properties:Closed formulas denote properties:

N.B.: N.B.: ����is a commutative quantale and a boolean algebra.is a commutative quantale and a boolean algebra.
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RulesRules
General pattern:General pattern:

•• Left rulesLeft rules, , right rulesright rules. Operate mainly on the . Operate mainly on the ΓΓ �� ∆ ∆ part.part.
When operating on constraints When operating on constraints ��SS

::

Going up: One adds, the other checks constraints.Going up: One adds, the other checks constraints.
Going down: One removes, the other assumes constraints. Going down: One removes, the other assumes constraints. 

They form cut elimination pairs.They form cut elimination pairs.
•• World rules (optional)World rules (optional). Operate on the . Operate on the ��SS

 part only.part only.

Embody inversion lemmas.Embody inversion lemmas.
Going up: add deducible constraints.Going up: add deducible constraints.
Going down: remove redundant Going down: remove redundant constaintsconstaints..
Commute easily with cuts.Commute easily with cuts.
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((�������� | | ��������)) ∧∧∧∧∧∧∧∧ 00 �������� �������� ∧∧∧∧∧∧∧∧ ��������

6.26.2 ��S, u S, u �� �� ||��, u , u �� 00, , �� �� 00

 ΓΓ,, �� : : ��, , �� : : �� �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ (Id) since (Id) since u=u=��

5.25.2 ��S, u S, u �� �� ||��, u , u �� 00

 ΓΓ,, �� : : ��, , �� : : �� �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ 6.2, (S | 6.2, (S | 00) since ) since �� ||����00

4.24.2 ��S, u S, u �� �� ||����

 ΓΓ,, �� : : ��, , �� : : ��, u, u : : 00 �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ 5.2, (5.2, (00 L)L)

3.23.2 ��SS

 ΓΓ,, uu : (: (�� | | ��)), u, u : : 00 �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ 4.2, ( | L)4.2, ( | L)

2.22.2 ��SS

 ΓΓ,, uu : (: (�� | | ��)) ∧∧ 00 �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ 3.2, (3.2, (∧∧ L)L)

......
2.12.1 ��SS

 ΓΓ,, uu : (: (�� | | ��)) ∧∧ 00 �� uu : : ��,, ∆∆ SimilarlySimilarly

11 ��SS

 ΓΓ,, uu : (: (�� | | ��)) ∧∧ 00 �� uu : : �� ∧∧ ��,, ∆∆ 2.1, 2.2, (2.1, 2.2, (∧∧ R)R)
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Ex: Immovable Object vs. Irresistible ForceEx: Immovable Object vs. Irresistible Force

ImIm | | IrIr ���� ((T T �� ��((objobj�
�
 | | TT)) | )) | TT �������� TT

���� ��((objobj�
�
 | | TT)) ((������) | ) | �������� ��

���� ����((objobj�
�
 | | TT)) �������� ����

ImIm | | IrIr ���� TT | (| (T T �� ����¬¬((objobj�
�
 | | TT)))) �������� TT

���� ����¬¬((objobj�
�
 | | TT)) ��¬¬�������� ¬¬����

���� ¬¬����((objobj�
�
 | | TT)) ��¬¬�������� ¬¬����

Hence: Hence: ImIm | | Ir Ir ���� FF ����∧∧ ¬¬�������� FF

ImIm �� T T �� ��((objobj�
�
 | | TT))

IrIr �� T T �� ����¬¬((objobj�
�
 | | TT))


